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INTRODUCTION 

 

Town Development Fund 

Since inception in 1987, the development objectives of the Town Development Fund (TDF) 
remained unchanged: 

• To ensure efficient and need oriented processing and financing of social infrastructure and 
revenue generating projects, 

• To strengthen the technical, managerial and financial capacities of municipalities and 
emerging towns in the formulation, preparation, implementation and evaluation of urban 
development plans and programs. 

The TDF is the only financial autonomous intermediary in Nepal with agreed policy, rules and 
regulations that finances urban infrastructure projects long term. Over the last 20 years, the 
TDF has implemented a wide range of urban infrastructure projects which were financed by 
grants, soft loans and loans with the support of the Government of Nepal (GoN), German 
Technical and Financial Cooperation (GTZ/KfW), World Bank (IDA) and Asian Development 
Bank (ADB).  

The long-term institutional objective of the TDF is to become a self-sustaining and 
complementary part of the intergovernmental fiscal transfer system. 

 

Town Development Program 

Phase I: 1995 - 2000 

The first phase of Town Development Program (TDP I) was launched in 1995 with a grant 
amount of DM 10 million (= Euro 5,106,470) committed by the German Development Bank 
(KfW). Over a period of 5 years the TDF implemented this program and provided 60% of total 
funds as grants and 40% as loans and soft loans for social infrastructure and income-generating 
projects, to 36 municipalities. So far, more than 95% of the loans have been repaid. 

Phase II: 2001 - 2008 

Based on the satisfactory implementation of this TDP I, the KfW committed a further grant of 
Euro 8,047,658 which was allocated also for the financing of construction, project preparation, 
supervision, and TDF service charges. The overall loan/grant ratio was agreed at 2/3 to 1/3. 

Due to slow progress of fund utilization until 2005 the deadline for final disbursement was 
extended to December 2007 considering the political crisis in Nepal that affected the entire 
administrative setup in the country and hampered also urban infrastructure development 
throughout the municipalities. Moreover, the priority given to loan financing with increased 
matching fund contributions from national and local budgets was not easily absorbed by the 
client system. Also complicated and long procedures adopted for the processing of applications 
to appraisals were slowing down the speed of project implementation under TDP II. Only from 
2006 onwards, when the peace process started and local bodies were reinstated – although still 
as intermediates – TDF financing activities became much more effective with enhanced 
infrastructure development in the client system. 

Meanwhile, utilization of total available funds reached 97% in terms of total commitment and 
35% in terms of total disbursement. If general framework conditions remain stable, it is 
expected that most of the planned projects under TDP II can be completed in year 2009. 
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Phase III: 2009 - 2012 

The communication on the progress of TDP II resulted in the KfW Review and Appraisal 
Mission for TDP Phase II and III which took place from July 5-11, 2008. On the basis of the 
results of the mission a further grant of Euro 7.5 million will be allocated for a third phase and 
will be set up in line with the design of TDP I and II, but will be adjusted according to the political 
and economic changes in Nepal and the upcoming requirements in the next years.  

Under due consideration of the experience made under TDP I and II the following parts detail 
the principles for the disbursement of loans and grants as well as the procedures and conditions 
to be adopted under TDP III. 

 

Review of the Policy 

The proposed Loan and Grant Policy will be jointly reviewed by KfW and TDF and may be 
amended upon mutual agreement from time to time.   
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1. PRINCIPLES FOR LOAN AND GRANT DISBURSEMENT 
  
1.1 Common Principles 

The loan and grant policy under TDP III is oriented to the following main principles: 

(1)  With ongoing urbanization also outside those existing 58 municipalities the TDF will 
extend the financing of urban infrastructure development to other small (emerging) 
towns. 

 (2) With due respect to the ongoing process of decentralization the TDF will transfer certain 
responsibilities to the implementing authorities thus enhancing ownership attitude with its 
clients. The TDF will extend continued advice to its clients to strengthen their technical 
and managerial capacities in the formulation, preparation, implementation and 
evaluation of urban development plans and projects. 

(3) The TDF will support its clients to initiate private sector involvement in the financing and 
delivery of urban services. Public Private Partnerships (PPP) can be promoted in various 
forms of management, operation and maintenance contracts, concessions, or 
institutionalized forms of PPP. 

(4) The range of projects eligible for TDF financing covers economic and social 
infrastructure and will be more oriented to loan financing of revenue generating projects.  

(5) Projects, which consist of different types of economic and social infrastructure 
components, can be financed with a combination of loan, soft loan and/or grant fund. 

(6) Grants can also be used as a marketing instrument for the funding of social projects in 
such municipalities which are also willing to take loans.  

(7) The conditions for loan and grant financing will be adjusted to the economic and social 
nature of the projects, and to the loan taking capacity of the clients. The TDF will offer 
more flexible appropriate schemes with regard to interest, funding structure and 
maturities. Risk management will ensure high levels of repayment. 

(8) To ensure sustainable operation and maintenance of basic urban infrastructure the loan 
financing can also include selected types of heavy equipment, but only for such 
infrastructure project which are funded by the TDF. 

(9) The target of the program of is full disbursement proportioning of 80% for loans and 20% 
for grants utilized for the construction of infrastructure, as well as for the financing of 
project preparation, supervision of construction and of service charges to cover TDF 
operational cost. 

(10) In addition to the funds allocated by the KfW, matching funds shall be allocated by the 
Government of Nepal - through the TDF or the Ministry of Physical Planning and Works 
(MPPW) - as well as by the main stakeholders of the projects, i.e. the municipalities and 
small (emerging) towns. The scope of matching fund allocation will depend on the type 
of infrastructure and category of client. 

1.2 Client System 

1.2.1 Municipalities 

The main clients of the TDF are those 58 municipalities which were defined as administrative 
units under the Local Self-Governance Act (LSGA) of 1998. For determining their eligibility for 
either loan or grant or both, this part of the client system is categorized based on a weighted 
average of the following indicators: population and geographical areas as well as average of 
last three years for own source revenues, per capita income, development expenditure, and 
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administrative expenditure. The details are outlined in Annex 1.1. The classification of 
municipalities will be reviewed on a regular basis. 

1.2.2 Small Towns 

An extension of the current client system to emerging towns can be subject to review during 
phase III.  

1.2.3 Users’ Committees 

Priority will be given to those projects in which the cooperation between the local authority and 
local users’ committees helps preparation, implementation and operation of projects as such 
groups can mobilize private initiatives and skills. In certain cases, these users’ committees are 
also willing to contribute matching funds to the project financing. Still, the local authority remains 
the owner of the project and is the responsible financing partner of TDF. 

1.2.4 Private Sector 

Without neglecting their sovereign tasks, the local authorities can transfer certain tasks and 
functions to a private partner, especially when service costs can be charged to users (e.g. for 
water and waste water, urban transport services, electricity, waste disposal, etc.). 

TDF principally does not extend credits to private sector parties as the local authorities are 
generally the owners of urban infrastructure and service projects. However, under special 
agreements, the TDF may issue corporate loans also to private companies if these loans are 
backed up by guarantees given by the local authority to ensure full repayment of loan and 
payment interest to the TDF. 

The TDF will develop appropriate rating systems to support to assess the credit-worthiness of 
private companies involved in TDF financed projects. Project appraisal reports will contain 
applicable information to attest the credit-worthiness as well as the use of an appropriate, fair 
and proper award procedure. Projects with private sector financing shall be subject of formal no-
objection given by KfW. 

1.3 Infrastructure Types and Eligible Projects 

The structure of financing shall be oriented to the urban development needs of the 
municipalities. Prior to the identification of individual projects it is useful to define the urban long-
term vision and prioritize strategies needed to achieve this vision. Stakeholders representing 
citizens, civil society organizations, businesses, and governmental agencies are convened to 
reach a consensus on what the long-term image of the city should be. A participatory approach 
to strategic planning is essential to develop committed stakeholders willing and interested in 
carrying out these strategies. 

The TDF, with the support of GTZ/udle, shall play a vital role in supporting the local authorities 
to define their priorities through assignment of experienced planners and engineers to 
undertake required master planning and Periodic Plans. 

1.3.1 Infrastructure Types 

Under TDP III the main types of infrastructure and projects are eligible for TDF financing:  

(1) Economic infrastructure with revenue generating potentials such as commercial facilities, 
public transport facilities, equipment for solid waste management, whereas land 
development is regarded only as a pilot area which needs conceptual development.  

 (2) Social infrastructure financed from public sector budgets such as public buildings, 
sanitation and environmental improvement, whereas urban basics and educational 
facilities are regarded of less priority for TDF financing. 
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Annex 2.1 gives more details on the possible range of eligible projects and general mode of 
financing. The scheme is open and can be amended by other projects which fall under those 
mentioned categories. 

1.3.2 Eligibility Criteria 

Depending on the type of infrastructure the following criteria shall be adopted for the 
determination of the project eligibility: 

(1) Economic infrastructure projects with revenue generating potentials are viable on its own 
merits if the internal rate of return (IRR) is at least 3.5% above the applicable interest 
(discounting) rate.  

 (2) For social infrastructure projects the local authority applying for a soft loan shall prove 
adequate net eligibility which is taken as the gross eligibility minus any outstanding 
social infrastructure loan amount. 

 
ACAS  = average current account surplus (CAS) over the past 3 years 
CAS = own source revenue 
  plus administrative, district development and social program grants  
  minus current, social program and ordinary capital expenditures and debt payments 
N = loan maturity period in years 
d = expected future trend in the CAS taken as the average change over the past 3 years, plus officially declared increases in government grants 
E = eligibility factor, which takes account of the different interest rates and maturities, derived as per the Table in Annex 1.3 

  

For the calculation of gross eligibility for different interest rates see Annex 3. 

1.4 Funds for Construction 

1.4.1 General Mode 

In order to match the general mode of financing with the type of project and category of client 
the following principles are to be adopted: 

(1) Loan funds shall be allocated particular for the construction of economic infrastructure 
projects with potentials of revenue generation. 

(2) Loans shall be disbursed also for the procurement of heavy equipment required for 
operation and maintenance of specific infrastructure, e.g. for drainage, roads, waste 
collection, transport and disposal etc. The need for the use and the appropriateness of 
heavy equipment shall be carefully assessed during the project appraisal. 

(3) Soft loans shall be disbursed predominantly for the construction of social infrastructure, 
including sanitation and environmental improvement projects. Soft loans can be 
combined with loans, depending on the mix of infrastructure types and categorization of 
clients. 

(4) Grants shall be given only as a marketing instrument within the defined narrow limits as 
well as in combination with loans, depending on the mix of infrastructure types and 
categorization of clients.  

(5) A and B category are eligible for loan financing of economic infrastructure, whereas C 
category are eligible also for soft loan financing of such infrastructure. 

(6) For social infrastructure development, all the local authorities are eligible for soft loan 
financing, whereas only C category municipalities are eligible also for grant financing as 
defined under paragraph 1.4.2(4). 

Ed
N
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(7) For the re-instatement of municipal buildings damaged during the conflict period grant 
financing will be provided up to a maximum of 5 million NPR or up to 90% (80%) for 
Category C (B) municipalities. 

Annex 2.1 links up the types of project with the general mode of financing. Other economic and 
social infrastructure projects can be included if the Periodic Plans or Municipal Council give 
priority. 

1.4.2 Fund Structure 

As a general rule, the following principles shall be adopted (see Annex 2.2): 

(1) TDF loan contributions can be allocated up to 90% of total project cost. 

(2) Matching funds from GoN/MPPW will be disbursed through the TDF on the basis of 

 7.5 % for projects with total cost ≥ 10,000,000 NPR 

 5.0 % for projects with total cost ≤ 10,000,000 NPR 

(3) Correspondingly, the matching funds allocated by the local authority will be ≥ 2.5% or ≥ 
5% of total project cost. 

(4) TDF grant contribution for construction varies from 20% (B category) to 50% (C 
category). The grant amount for a separate project is subject to a ceiling of 1 million 
NPR per project. The project needs to be physically and administratively/financially 
completed before TDF appraises a new grant. 

 The grant amount issued in combination with a loan is subject to a ceiling of 40% of the 
loan amount.  

(5) The matching funds to be allocated by GoN/MPPW vary from 60% (B category) to 45% 
(C category). 

(6) The matching funds to be allocated by the local authority vary from 20% (B category) to 
5% (C category). . 

(7) TDF grant contribution for the financing of studies and supervision of construction is 
always at 90% of the total cost, correspondingly the matching funds to be allocated by 
local authority is always 10%. 

1.4.3 Interest Rates 

The interest rates for soft loans are oriented to the gross interest rate for long term development 
bonds (at present at 5.5%). Interest rates for loans will be oriented to the lower level of 
commercial loans. The actual interest rates for TDF financing will be determined and adjusted 
by the TDF corresponding to information obtained from the Nepal Rastra Bank every six month 
(on January 15 and July 15), and remain applicable for all project appraisals during the next 6 
months.  

The interest rates will be as follows (see Annex 2): 

(1) Soft Loan    +   0.0 %  =   5.5% 

(2) Loan     +   2.5 %  =   8.0% 

The interest rates of all concluded loan agreements will be also subject to review by the TDF 
based on the level of actual repayment. 

The interest rates will be subject to review by the TDF on a regular basis according to business 
policy considerations.  
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1.4.4 Maturity and Grace Period 

The determination of maturities for loans will allow flexible adaptation of repayment schemes to 
the cash flow of the specific project and category of client (see Annex 2.2): 

(1) Loans for Construction   up to 20 years, incl. up to 2 years grace 

(2) Loans for Special Heavy Equipment  up to   5 years, incl. up to 1 year grace 

During the grace period the local authority will have to pay interest only. The grace period is 
counted from the date of signing of the Loan Agreement. Interest will be computed daily on an 
actual day basis on amounts of the principal actually disbursed and not repaid. 

1.5 Funds for Studies and Supervision 

For projects of larger scope which require in-depth planning and concept development as well 
as supervision of construction works the TDF offers grant contributions and, if requested by the 
client, also technical assistance in the procurement of such services. In the latter, the TDF 
enters a preliminary agreement with the local authority on the implementation of the study which 
determines also tentative terms of project financing. 

Generally, TDF provides 90% of total cost of such services, whereas the client has to provide 
10% matching funds. The financial and technical assistance will only be available for projects 
for which this present policy enables TDF to provide loan or grant for subsequent 
implementation (see Annex 2.2). 

In case a project which has been prepared with TDF financial contributions does not materialize 
the local authorities will bear the total cost of study.  

1.6  Allocation and Flow of Funds 

Total program funds (Euro 7.5 million) shall be disbursed until the end of 2012 with 80% of the 
funds used for loan financing of construction and 20% for grant financing of construction, 
studies and supervision. The flow of program funds is shown in Annex 4 with the main features 
outlined below: 

(1) The repayment of principal of loans will enter the Revolving Fund and increase equity of 
the TDF in the Balance Sheet. 

(2) Part of interest payments (2.0%) will be allocated as revenues in the Profit and Loss 
Statement to cover administrative the expenditures of the TDF, in addition 2% out of 
interest received will be retained and transferred to a special reserve which shall be 
used to cover any potential losses. The remaining interest received as well as 
repayments will be transferred to the Revolving Fund. 

(3) TDF receives service charges from the program with a percentage (8%) on TDF grant 
contribution to construction, studies and supervision of construction. Service charges 
enter add to the revenues in the Profit and Loss Statement. 

1.7 Risk Management 

1.7.1 Approach 

To ensure high levels of loan repayment, the TDF will introduce additional standards of risk 
management which are based on the following principles: 

(1) Risks involved in economic infrastructure projects will be assessed mainly with regard to 
their financial performance based on life cycle cash flows and dynamic cost calculation 
(NPV, IRR). 
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(2) Priority is given to such economic infrastructure projects in which the local authority will 
establish a separate entity or involve a private company which builds, operates and 
maintains the facilities in such a way that assets are sustained and commercial 
accounting proves financial viability over the period of operation. 

(3) Risks involved in social infrastructure will be assessed mainly with regard to the solvency 
of the local authority in the past, the performance of existing infrastructure financed by 
the TDF as to appropriate operation and maintenance. 

1.7.2 Securities, Remedies and Guarantees 

The TDF Act 1997 authorizes TDF to incorporate, when concluding a loan agreement with the 
local authority, terms and conditions in the agreement as TDF deems necessary for the 
protection of its interests.  

Accordingly, TDF may at its discretion take collateral from the local authority against a loan. If 
any local authority breaches the terms and conditions of the agreement by e.g. deferring 
repayment of principle or payment of interest or amounts due in advance, then TDF is 
empowered under Article 11 of the Act to realize its dues either through seizure and use of the 
collateral property in rent or in lease or by selling the property through auction or tender or direct 
negotiation. Where any property of a local authority is seized and sold off under this procedure, 
the amount received by TDF in excess of the dues shall be refunded to the local authority. If, 
despite repeated efforts, a property cannot be sold off or only be sold off at an offered amount 
not in the interest of TDF, then TDF may acquire the property itself at a price fixed as per the 
prevailing GoN rules. 

A local authority may, notwithstanding of having outstanding debt to TDF, secure a loan from 
any other source provided that the authority first obtains written approval from TDF. For the 
purpose, the authority shall send a request in writing to TDF duly supported by 

• a guarantee to pay the outstanding debt to TDF, 

• a copy of the local authority’s decision on the loan to be secured from the other source, 

• a justification of the investment project for which this loan is sought, 

• any other information reasonably asked by TDF. 
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2. RESPONSIBILITIES AND PROCEDURES 

2.1 Project Cycle 

The implementation of projects under TDF funding, regardless of project and funding type, will 
require a standard sequence of steps as described hereinafter.  

As a general rule, the ownership of the projects will be always and categorically with the local 
authority throughout the entire project cycle. Users’ committees and private sector parties can 
be involved and act on behalf of the authority for taking over specifically defined works and 
services. 

Therefore, the TDF accords also great importance to involvement of these stakeholders in each 
and every step of the project cycle. Nevertheless, in order to protect its own interests, TDF 
reserves the right to interventions, whenever necessary, within the framework of its legal and 
contractual obligations and of the present TDP III Loan and Grant Policy, as agreed with KfW 
and approved by the TDF Board. From this perspective, the roles and responsibilities of parties 
involved in project implementation can be outlined stepwise in the following. 

2.1.1 Identification 

The local authority is the main responsible party for project identification. Upon request, TDF is 
prepared to provide advice. 

2.1.2 Preparation 

The local authority is similarly in charge of project preparation. However, where a local design 
does not meet the required standard or a local authority feels not to have the required 
competences and resources, TDF will render assistance upon request.  

Based on the TDF short listed local consultants the local authority or TDF will then select and 
hire a local consultancy firm, based on procedures and conditions as given in the KfW 
Guidelines for the Assignment of Consultants in Financial Cooperation with Developing 
Countries, for preparing the necessary designs and/or feasibility studies. The firm will be 
required to work in close cooperation with the relevant stakeholders. For project of smaller scale 
as per regulation of the Procurement Act an individual expert can be hired. 

2.1.3 Application 

The local authority applies for loan, grant or a combination in accordance with their 
categorization and eligibility, supported by the documents prepared by themselves or by the 
consultancy firms. The forms to be used for loan and grant applications are attached in Annex 
5.1 and 5.2. Each application shall be supported by 

• copies of the related decisions of the local body, board and/or council; in case the council 
decision is not yet made, the same can be submitted at a later date, but in any case before 
the conclusion of the Loan and/or Grant Agreement; 

• the detailed design together with the cost estimate and other information relevant for 
appraisal and construction;  

• evidence of land ownership, if necessary. 

2.1.4 Appraisal and Financial Agreement 

Upon receipt of a duly supported Loan and/or Grant Application, the TDF appraises the 
concerned project in accordance with the TDP III Principles for the Disbursement of Loan and 
Grant Funds and in respect of the following criteria: 
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• need for the project 

• technical feasibility 

• environmental and socio-cultural impacts 

• cost effectiveness 

• affordability in terms of operation and maintenance 

The appraisal of projects up to total costs of € 125,000 will be done by the TDF. For projects 
with total costs above the said limit, TDF will ask the formal non-objection of KfW.  

The TDF informs of the approvals of loan and grant to the local authority and invites for the 
Financing Agreement. The Agreement will be signed by the authorized person of the local 
authority and the TDF. 

2.1.5 Re- Appraising 

The TDF may consider the re-appraisal for variation of loan and grant, if convincing proof is 
given upon the request of the local authority. 

2.1.6 Loan Re-Scheduling 

The TDF may consider re-scheduling of a loan upon written request of a local authority, duly 
explaining the circumstances which, in the opinion of the authority, necessitate the re-
scheduling. The TDF may then, at its discretion, re-appraise the financial situation of the local 
authority. Upon the re-appraisal, the TDF will inform the authority about its decision. 

It is optional to the client to take the loan as an annuity loan with a progressive repayment 
schedule to improve the cash-flow situation over the years of its operation. 

In case the TDF agrees to loan re-scheduling, the TDF will at the same time review and, if 
necessary, adjust the interest rate. The interest rate for the re-scheduled loan will be set at one 
percentage point above the adjusted interest rate. The maturity of the re-scheduled loan will be 
determined by the TDF. 

2.1.7 Cancellation 

A loan and grant approved by the TDF may be cancelled if the local authority fails to sign the 
Financing Agreement within three months of the date of notification of the approval, 
notwithstanding reminders one and two months after the said date. A loan and grant for which a 
Financing Agreement has been signed may be cancelled by the TDF if 

• the project for which the loan and grant is approved is not started within 3 months from the 
date of the Financing Agreement without convincing justification, 

• progress is delayed by 6 months or more for reasons under the control of the local authority, 

• fund is used for any purpose other than intended. 

Any decision regarding the cancellation of a loan and grant will be informed to the KfW. The 
local authority will be notified in writing of the cancellation. Any fund already disbursed and not 
yet used for the intended purpose shall be returned to the TDF immediately. 

2.1.8 Tendering and Contract Awarding 

Where appraisals require execution by a contractor, the tendering and contract awarding shall 
be the responsibility of the local authorities. In the case of International Competitive Bidding 
(ICB), TDF will provide available standard tender documents which will be in accordance with 
KfW Guidelines for Procurement in Financial Cooperation with Developing Countries. In the 
case of Local Competitive Bidding (LCB), the local authority shall follow National Act, Rules, 
Regulations and By-laws.  
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The local authorities, upon tender evaluation, ask the formal non-objection of the TDF. In case 
of project cost more than € 125,000, the TDF will forward the local authority’s recommendation 
to KfW for non-objection. Upon being informed about the non-objection, the local authorities will 
sign the contract agreement.  

2.1.9 Construction 

Projects can be constructed either by a contractor or by the local authority - in cooperation with 
users‘ committee and/or a private party. The local authority being the owner of the project has to 
follow up the progress of the works and verify and certify, as necessary, under the construction 
contract documents.  

In terms of quality, time and cost, the TDF will monitor the construction in order to ensure that 
the loan and grant proceeds are used in accordance with the Financing Agreement. 

2.1.10 Supervision of Construction 

The local authority is similarly responsible for the supervision of construction. However, where a 
local authority feels not to have the required competences and resources, TDF will render 
financial and technical assistance upon request. The local authority or TDF will then select and 
hire a local consultancy firm from the short listed consultants based on procedures and 
guidelines for the supervision of works. The supervision consultant reports to the local authority 
and the TDF on the progress of works based on the agreed time schedule for implementation. 
Principally, additional cost of supervision occurring will be borne by the local authority. 

2.1.11 Disbursement of Funds 

For disbursement of loan and grant funds the local authority will first be required to open a 
separate ledger account in the name of the project. 

The TDF then will disburse loan, grant and GoN matching funds for construction as follows: 

• Up to 40% upon signing of the Construction Agreement with the contractor or, in case of 
execution by the local authority itself or by a users‘ committee, the construction works have 
started. 

• When the billed value of works has reached to 25% of total project cost the local authority 
can request additional funds from the TDF as per progress but not less than 20% of the total 
project cost. 

• When the billed value of works reached to 60% of total project cost the local authority can 
request additional funds from the TDF as per progress but not less than 20% of the total 
project cost. 

• The balancing amount will be disbursed upon receipt of the Final Bill and the Completion 
Report. 

The grant funds for construction supervision will be also transferred to the account of the local 
authority based on the same principles of fund disbursement for construction.  

Notwithstanding this disbursement schedule, the local authority shall pay for the executed works 
only on the running bill basis, as defined in the standard tender documents provided to them by 
the TDF. The local authority will keep accurate project accounts for amounts received from the 
TDF, on the one side, and amounts paid from the loan, grant and the matching fund, on the 
other side. 

The grant funds for studies will be also transferred to the account of the local authority on the 
following basis: 
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• 20% upon signing of the Consultant’s Agreement 

• 30% upon submission and acceptance of the Inception Report by the  local   
  authority and the TDF 

• 30% upon submission and acceptance Project Concept Report by the local authority  
  and the TDF 

• 20% upon submission and acceptance Final Engineering Report by the local   
  authority and the TDF 

2.1.12 Use of Funds 

The local authority shall use the proceeds of grants and loans strictly in conformity with the 
appraised and approved designs and feasibility studies. In case of violation of this provision by 
a local authority, e.g. by changing locations, designs or major material specifications the written 
approval of the TDF is required. In case of time extensions and cost variations up the approved 
limit the local authority will follow the National Act, Rules, regulations and By-Laws.  

2.1.13 Operation and Maintenance 

From the dates of substantial completion, the local authority will be responsible for operation 
and maintenance under the modality determined in the appraisal, viz. either by own staff or by 
users‘ committee or by a private company under contract.  

As a condition of eligibility for any type of project the local authority shall hold a special reserve 
for repair and maintenance of the TDF funded projects in a separate account head. Besides, 
with the aim to encourage improved operation and maintenance by users/beneficiaries, the TDF 
will accord preference to projects to which these users/beneficiaries commit themselves to 
significantly contribute in cash beyond the mandatory matching funds provided by the 
government and/or the local authority. 

The TDF reserves the right to monitor such operation and maintenance. In case a local 
authority fails to properly operate and maintain projects funded by TDF, the local authority may 
be excluded from further commitments. 

2.1.14 Post Evaluation 

The TDF will undertake post evaluation on selected projects which have been completed and 
are under operation. The evaluation shall give prove to the soundness of the infrastructure 
developed with TDF financing in terms of effective utilization and operation, of technical 
standards maintained with proper maintenance, and of financial viability for economic 
infrastructure. 

2.2 Reporting 

2.2.1 Reporting on Project Preparation 

The Consultant shall prepare the reports and present the findings and conclusions according to 
the Consultant’s Contract and Terms of References to the local authority, involved stakeholders, 
and the TDF. The local authority jointly with the TDF approves the results of studies. 

 

2.2.2 Reporting on Project Implementation 

Wherever it is decided during appraisal to make its provisions for construction supervision, such 
provisions will include monthly reporting (see Annex 8) to the local authority on the progress of 
the works in terms of quality, timely completion and cost control as well as a Project Completion 
Report (see Annex 9). Each report shall be certified by the local authority. 
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Where the TDF, upon due assessment, decides to put the technical staff of the local authority or 
a users‘ committee in charge of construction supervision, the local authority shall itself be 
responsible for regular reporting to the TDF. 

The local authority shall report to the TDF to prove physical progress according to target and 
justify requests for further installment. 

2.2.3 Reporting on Program Implementation 

The TDF will report on the progress of the TDP III program to the KfW in Quarterly Reports by 
following the agreed formats. Special attention will be given to reporting on the defined program 
indicators. 

2.3 Mechanism for Repayment of Loan and interest 

(1) Once the project starts the construction works, TDF will ensure the supervision of 
implementation and undertake suitable measures to remedy emerging problems in time. 
If required, the supervision and monitoring shall be supported by TDF through assigning 
a local supervision consultant who shall provide full information about the financial as 
well as physical performance of the project. 

(2) TDF will ensure, before the release of loan installments, that matching fund has been 
deposited and payments to contractors are made in accordance with the contract 
agreement of the construction works.  

(3) In case of any financial problems arising in the repayment of loan, TDF will communicate 
with municipality on necessary arrangement for rescheduling the loan repayment. 

(4) If any financial mismanagement has come to the notice, TDF will initiate suitable 
measures to correct performance. 

(5) TDF will manage periodical visits to municipality to strengthen effective implementation 
of the loan agreement. 

(6) Periodical evaluation of performance through supervision and monitoring reports shall 
encourage management of municipality and create effective internal control resulting in 
timely repayment of loan and interest to TDF. 

(7) For strengthening the management of municipality, periodical training, workshops, and 
group discussions on the progress will be organized with the cooperation of municipality. 
Corrective measures will be initiated through persuasive action of TDF to municipality. 
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3. TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE 

3.1 General Support 

GTZ launched Urban Development through Local Efforts (udle) in 1987. At that time, udle was 
one of the few urban projects to assist them using a multi-sector approach. As its name 
suggests, udle helps municipalities to initiate and manage urban development with a sense of 
ownership so that municipalities function as local urban governments. The programme provides 
organisational development and administrative management assistance in order to enhance 
municipalities’ institutional capacity to deliver efficient services to citizens. 

Today, udle is working on three components: urban governance, poverty reduction, and support 
to the TDF. Under component 3 udle  

•  provides technical advice to the TDF since its inception, and has been helping to enhance 
its technical, financial, and organisational performance. 

•  extends particular technical advice to establishing an effective management system, to 
streamlining and reorganising the core processes of the TDF, and to identifying new 
potentials for urban infrastructure financing. 

•  undertakes periodical in-depth reviews of the grant and loan policies to ensure need 
oriented adaptation of its financial products. Support in strategic planning and marketing 
helps to establish the TDF as a competent and partner and sustainable financing 
institution from the viewpoint of potential clients, central level institutions, and donors. 

3.2 Specific Support 

Continued technical support provided by GTZ/udle to the TDF during TDP I and II continued 
with a team of international consultants with particular emphasis on institutional, financial and 
technical matters. The job descriptions of consultants focus on the 

• development of a management information system 

• guidelines and procedures for tendering and evaluation of works and services 

• identification of potentials for urban infrastructure financing 

• elaboration of a medium-term business plan 

The current assignment will be completed by June 2009. 

3.3 Further Support 

During the KfW Mission on TDP III in July 2008 it was understood that GTZ/udle activities will 
continue in particular with the training of local staff of municipalities and small (emerging) towns, 
improvement of financial management and support to the preparation of the Town Development 
Strategies and Period Planning as well as social inclusion and poverty reduction programs. 
Further, the Technical Assistance from GTZ/udle and the assignment of international 
consultants to TDF, financed by the German Technical Cooperation, will be continued at least 
until termination of TDP III based on Terms of Reference for consulting services agreed upon 
with KfW. The focus of advisory support shall be on the improvement of management 
procedures, the development of the organizational setup, accounting and monitoring systems. 

 




































































